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PROJECTIVE GENERATION FOR EQUIVARIANT D-MODULES
GWYN BELLAMY AND SAM GUNNINGHAM
Abstract. We investigate compact projective generators in the category of equivariant D-modules
on a smooth affine variety. For a reductive group G acting on a smooth affine variety X, there is a
natural set of compact projective objects indexed by finite dimensional representations of G, giving
a countable set of compact projective generators. We conjecture that a single finite dimensional
representation suffices to generate the category, and prove the conjecture in a variety of important
cases.
1. Introduction
Let X be a smooth complex affine variety equipped with an action of a complex reductive
algebraic group G. Let DX denote the ring of (algebraic) differential operators on X. We consider
the category QCoh(DX , G) of (strongly) G-equivariant DX-modules; see section 2 for the definition.
Consider the DX -module
PX = DX/DXg,
where g→ DX is the infinitesimal action map. This object is naturally G-equivariant. It represents
the functor of invariants on QCoh(DX , G); known as the functor of quantum Hamiltonian reduction.
In particular, it is a compact projective object. One may think of PX as global differential operators
on the quotient stack [X/G].
Recall that a smooth variety Y is called D-affine if the object DY is a projective generator of
the category QCoh(DY ). Analogously, we say that the G-space X (or rather the stack [X/G]) is
D-affine if PX generates the category QCoh(DX , G), i.e. if every equivariant module has a non-zero
invariant element. In this case, we have an equivalence of categories
Hom(PX ,−) : QCoh(DX , G)
∼
−→ RX -Mod
where RX = End(PX) ∼= (PX)
G.
In general, it is a subtle problem to determine whether a given affine G-variety is D-affine:
• The adjoint action of GLn on gln is D-affine.
• The adjoint action of SLn on sln is not D-affine.
• The scaling action of C× on A1 is not D-affine.
Thus, instead of asking whether a particular projective module is a compact generator for
QCoh(DX , G), a more fruitful approach to understanding this category would be to ask whether it
admits some compact projective generator.
Conjecture 1.1. For any smooth affine G-variety X, the category QCoh(DX , G) admits a compact
projective generator.
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The validity of this conjecture would imply that there exists a Noetherian C-algebra R such
that QCoh(DX , G) ≃ R-Mod. This implies for instance that QCoh(DX , G) admits a finite block
decomposition, which is a priori not obvious.
1.1. Induced modules. A countable projective generating set for QCoh(DX , G) can be con-
structed by inducing representations of G. More specifically, given V ∈ Rep(G) we define
PX(V ) := DX ⊗Ug V
These objects represent the functor which assigns the V -multiplicity space of an equivariant DX -
module; as such, they are compact and projective. It is clear from this characterization that the
collection of objects PX(V ), as V ranges over the set of finite dimensional representations of G,
generate the category QCoh(DX , G).
Conjecture 1.1 is equivalent to:
Conjecture 1.2. For each smooth affine G-variety X, there exists V ∈ Rep(G) such that PX(V )
generates QCoh(DX , G). In particular,
QCoh(DX , G) = RX(V )-Mod
where RX(V ) = EndQCoh(DX ,G)(PX(V ))
op.
Concretely, the conjecture means that for each smooth affine G-variety X, there is a finite set
{V1, . . . , Vk} of irreducible representations of G such that each equivariant D-module M contains
some Vi appearing with non-zero multiplicity. Here we consider M as a G-module using the equi-
variant structure.
Remark 1.3. Note that the analogous conjecture fails spectacularly for the category QCoh(OX , G)
of equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on X. Equivariant structures on skyscraper sheaves at a point
x ∈ X correspond to representations of H = StabG(x). Thus as long as there is a point where
the stabilizer H contains a torus, the category QCoh(OX , G) cannot admit a compact projective
generator.
1.2. Main Results. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the conjecture in a number of
important cases. To state our results, we require the following definition. Let π : X → X/G denote
the quotient map. Then X is said to be visible if every fibre π−1(x) of π consists of finitely many
G-orbits.
Theorem 1.4. Conjecture 1.2 is true in the following cases:
(1) G◦ = T ∼= (C×)n is an algebraic torus.
(2) The G-variety X is visible.
Remark 1.5. (1) A G-space with finitely many orbits is visible, and the result is easy to see in
this case since QCoh(DX , G) has only finitely many irreducible objects.
(2) The irreducible visible representations have been classified by Kac [13].
(3) Other examples of visible G-spaces include the adjoint representations g and Vinberg’s
θ-representations; in particular the representation spaces of the type A˜n cyclic quiver.
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(4) It is easily seen that if Conjecture 1.2 holds for the connected component G◦ of the identity
then it holds for G. Thus, one may assume without loss of generality that G is connected.
1.3. Motivation. The category QCoh(DX , G) should be thought of as a quantization of the cotan-
gent stack
T ∗([X/G]) = [µ−1X (0)/G]
where µX : T
∗X → g∗ is the moment map. Such examples arise naturally in geometric and
symplectic representation theory. Here are some motivating examples to keep in mind:
• If X = g (or G) with the adjoint (conjugation) action, the category QCoh(DX , G) is the
home of Lusztig’s character sheaves, studied in their D-module incarnation by Ginzburg. Of
particular interest are the cuspidal D-modules, which correspond to the certain IC sheaves
on distinguished nilpotent orbits.
• In the case G = GLn, one can modify the previous example by takingX = gln×C
n. Objects
of QCoh(DX , G) are known as mirabolic D-modules. A certain localization of this category
is closely related to representations of the rational Cherednik algebra and the geometry of
the Hilbert scheme of points in the plane.
• Given a quiver Q = (Q1, Q0) and fixing a dimension vector α ∈ N
Q0 gives rise to another
example of a vector space
X =
⊕
f∈Q1
Hom(Cαs(f) ,Cαt(f))
equipped with the action of G =
∏
i∈Q0
GLαi . Localizations of the category QCoh(DX , G)
give quantizations of Nakajima quiver varieties.
• In the case where G = T acts linearly on a vector space X, localizations of the category
QCoh(DX , G) give quantizations of hypertoric varieties.
1.4. Example: the adjoint representation and generalized Springer theory. The category
QCoh(Dg, G) for G a connected semisimple group has been studied in [10]. It was shown that there
is a finite orthogonal decomposition of QCoh(Dg, G) indexed by the cuspidal data associated to
G (in the sense of Lusztig’s generalized Springer correspondence). Each block corresponding to a
given cuspidal datum is of the form Dz ⋊ Γ where Γ is a finite group acting by reflections on a
vector space z. In particular, there is a given set of projective generators of QCoh(Dg, G) indexed
by cuspidal data.
On the other hand, there are finitely many irreducible representations {V1, . . . , Vk} such that
Pg(V1), . . . ,Pg(Vk) generate QCoh(Dg, G). It is not clear at all what the relationship is between
these two sets of generators. The following examples give a sense of the nature of this case (see [9]
for further details):
(1) If G = PGLn, then Pg(C) already generates the category (i.e. it is enough to take the
trivial representation).
(2) IfG = SLn, then the fundamental representations (together with the trivial representations)
form a minimal set of irreducible representations such that the corresponding D-modules
generate.
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(3) In general, Pg(C) generates the Springer block of the category with respect to the generalized
Springer decomposition; this is a consequence of a theorem of Hotta and Kashiwara [11].
Thus the G-variety g is strongly D-affine only if there are no non-trivial cuspidal data; this
happens only when G is of type A with connected center.
The building blocks of generalized Springer theory are called cuspidal objects. The cuspidal
D-modules in QCoh(Dg, G) are very special: they are necessarily supported on the nilpotent cone,
as are their Fourier transform (in fact, this characterizes cuspidality).
Another notable feature of cuspidal D-modules is that they have finite multiplicity, i.e. each
irreducible G-representation appears with finite multiplicity in the module. Thus one can asso-
ciate to any such cuspidal D-module its character : a sequence of numbers indexed by irreducible
representations, recording the dimension of each multiplicity space. It is interesting to note that,
though the cuspidal D-modules are regular holonomic and thus have a purely topological incarna-
tion as perverse sheaves, this character does not appear to be accessible from a purely topological
perspective.
More generally, if M is any irreducible G-equivariant D-module supported on the nilpotent cone
then it is also (weakly) equivariant for the scaling C×-action on g. The G×C×-multiplicities spaces
of M will be finite dimensional and thus M has a well-defined G×C×-character. This character has
been computed for G = SLn in [7]; see also [2]. Characters can similarly be defined for equivariant
D-modules on certain classes of G-representations, as done in [16, 17, 14].
1.5. Monodromic D-modules. If χ : g → C is a linear character, then one can consider the
category of (G,χ)-monodromic quasi-coherent D-modules as defined for instance in [1, Definition
2.1]. The case χ = 0 recovers the category of G-equivariant D-modules. One should think of
monodromic D-modules as forming the category of twisted D-modules on the quotient stack.
Replacing the infinitesimal action map ν by the twisted action map νχ : g → DX , νχ(x) :=
ν(x) − χ(x), throughout Definition 2.2 gives a D-module PX,χ(V ). It is a projective object in
the category of (G,χ)-monodromic D-modules. Our results generalize easily to monodromic D-
modules.
Theorem 1.6. In the following cases:
(1) G◦ = T ≃ (C×)n is an algebraic torus; or
(2) the G-variety X is visible,
there exists a finite dimensional G-module V such that PX,χ(V ) is a projective generator in the
category of (G,χ)-monodromic D-modules.
The proofs are essentially identical and the necessary modifications are left to the interested
reader.
1.6. Implications and further questions. Theorem 1.4 plays a key role in the main result of
Bellamy-Nevins-Stafford [4] which shows that the Harish-Chandra D-module on a polar represen-
tation is projective-injective as an object of the category of admissible D-modules when the algebra
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of quantum Hamiltonian reduction is simple. This implies that invariant eigen-distributions on
such a polar representation are all regular.
It is conjectured that if X is a smooth projective variety over C which is D-affine, then X ∼= G/P
for some reductive group G and parabolic subgroup P . Based on the results of this article, it is
natural to ask:
- For which smooth quasi-projective varieties over C does the category Coh(DX , G) admit a
projective generator?
In general, the modules PX(V ) appear hard to compute. For a given affine G-variety X and
representation V , it would be desirable to have a criterion to check whether PX(V )
- is non-zero;
- is indecomposable;
- is holonomic, or has a holonomic direct summand or submodule.
1.7. Acknowledgements. The first author would like to thank Kevin Coulembier for a useful
discussion. We would also like to thank Toby Stafford for many fruitful discussions.
2. Projective objects
Let G be a reductive algebraic group over C and X a smooth affine variety over C with a regular
action of G i.e. a G-variety. Let σ : G ×X → X be the action map, p2 : G × X → X projection
onto the second factor and s : X →֒ G×X the embedding s(x) = (e, x).
Definition 2.1. A G-equivariant D-module on X is a pair (M, θ), whereM is a quasi-coherent DX -
module and ϕ : p∗2M
∼
−→ σ∗M is an isomorphism of DG×X -module satisfying the cocycle condition
of [12, Definition 11.5.2] and the rigidity condition s∗ϕ = IdM.
The category of all G-equivariant D-modules on X is denoted QCoh(DX , G) and morphisms in
QCoh(DX , G) will be denoted Hom(DX ,G)(L,M).
Definition 2.2. For each finite dimensional G-module V , we define
PX(V ) = DX ⊗ V/DX{ν(x)⊗ v − 1⊗ Φ(x)(v) | v ∈ V },
where ν : g→ DX is the comoment map and Φ : g→ EndC(V ) is the action.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that X is a smooth affine G-variety.
(i) PX(V ) has a canonical G-equivariant structure and is projective in QCoh(DX , G).
(ii) The category QCoh(DX , G) has enough projective.
Proof. Both statements follow from the fact that
Hom(DX ,G)(PX(V ), L) = HomG(V,Γ(X,L))
for any L in QCoh(DX , G). 
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Recall that a subset Z of X is G-saturated if it is the preimage of a subset of X/G. If Z is a
closed G-saturated subset of X then we say that V is a projective generator relative to Z if
Hom(DX ,G)(PX(V ), L) = HomG(V,Γ(X,L)) 6= 0
for all L ∈ QCoh(DX , G) supported on Z. It suffices to consider L ∈ Coh(DX , G); in fact we may
assume that L is irreducible.
3. Reduction to the nilcone
In this section we explain how one can reduce conjecture 1.2 to considering projective modules
that are generators relative to D-modules supported on the nilcone of a G-representation.
3.1. Luna’s stratification. If x ∈ X such that the orbit G · x is closed, then the stabilizer
H = StabG(x) is reductive by Matsushima’s Theorem. Let NH be a H-stable complement to
g · x in TxX. Following Luna, we call the pair (H,N) a model of X at x. Two models (H,NH)
and (K,NK) are equivalent if there exists g ∈ G such that gHg
−1 = K and gNH ≃ NK as K-
modules. The set of all equivalence classes of models is denoted CG(X). For (H,NH) ∈ CG(X),
let (X/G)(H,NH ) denote the set of all points y such that if x ∈ π
−1(y) belongs to the unique closed
G-orbit of the fibre then the model of X at x is in the equivalence class of (H,NH). By Corollary
3 and Corollary 4 of [15],
X/G =
⊔
(H,NH )∈CG(X)
(X/G)(H,NH )
is a finite stratification, with smooth locally closed strata (X/G)(H,NH ). Let N
′
H denote the H-
complement to NHH in NH .
If X is a G-representation then it has been shown in [18, Lemma 5.5] that each stratum is
connected and NH is, up to isomorphism, uniquely determined by X and H. Thus, CG(X) is
identified with a subset of the set of conjugacy classes of reductive subgroups of G.
When X is a G-representation, the nullcone is N (X) := π−1(0).
The goal of this section is to show that:
Theorem 3.1. The representation V is a projective generator of Coh(DX , G) if and only if V |H
is a projective generator relative to N (N ′H) for all (H,NH) ∈ CG(X).
We will actually show a more precise statement holds in the proof.
3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ϕ : X → Y be an equivariant morphism between affine
G-varieties. Recall that ϕ is excellent if
(a) ϕ is e´tale.
(b) The induced morphism ϕ/G : X/G→ Y/G is e´tale.
(c) The induced map X → Y ×Y/G X/G is a G-equivariant isomorphism.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that ϕ : X → Y is an excellent morphism between smooth affine G-varieties,
Z ⊂ Y a G-saturated closed subset and Z ′ = ϕ−1(Z). Then the G-module V is a projective
generator relative to Z if and only if it is a projective generator relative to Z ′.
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Proof. Let L ∈ Coh(DY , G). First, we note that
Hom(DY ,G)(PY (V ), L) 6= 0 ⇔ Hom(DX ,G)(PX(V ), ϕ
∗L) 6= 0
because Γ(X,ϕ∗L) = C[X]G ⊗C[Y ]G Γ(Y,L) and C[X]
G is faithfully flat over C[Y ]G.
Assume now that V is a projective generator relative to Z ′. If L is supported on Z then
Hom(DX ,G)(PX(V ), ϕ
∗L) 6= 0 since ϕ∗L is supported on Z ′. Thus, V is a projective generator
relative to Z.
Conversely, assume that V is a projective generator relative to Z. Let M be a coherent G-
equivariant DX-module supported on Z
′. Then ϕ!M = ϕ∗M is a coherent G-equivariant DY -
module supported on Z and Γ(Y, ϕ!L) = Γ(X,L). Thus, HomG(V,Γ(Y, ϕ!L)) 6= 0 implies that
HomG(V,Γ(X,L)) 6= 0 as required. 
Let H ⊂ G be a reductive subgroup and Y a smooth affine H-variety. Set X = G ×H Y and
write i : Y →֒ X for the closed embedding i(y) = (1, y). As shown in [3, Proposition 9.1.1], pullback
defines an equivalence i∗ : Coh(DX , G) → Coh(DY ,H). The following result is established in the
proof of [1, Lemma 3.6].
Lemma 3.3. The equivalence i∗ satisfies HomG(V,L) = HomH(V |H , i
∗L).
Consider now the case where X is a G-module. Then X = XG ⊕ X ′ for some (unique) G-
complement X ′, and N (X) = N (X ′)× {0}. Moreover, we are interested in this situation because
the subvariety N (X ′)×XG will correspond to the lowest stratum of Luna’s stratification for X.
Lemma 3.4. The representation V is a projective generator relative to N (X ′) ×XG ⊂ X if and
only if it is a projective generator relative to N (X ′) ⊂ X ′.
Proof. Assume that V is a projective generator relative to N (X ′) × XG. Let L be a coherent
G-equivariant DX′-module supported on N (X
′). Then L′ = L⊠DXG is a G-equivariant coherent
DX -module supported on N (X
′)×XG. Hence HomG(V,L⊠DXG) 6= 0. But
HomG(V,L⊠DXG) = HomG(V,L)⊗DXG
and hence HomG(V,L) 6= 0.
Conversely, assume that V is a projective generator relative to N (X ′) ⊂ X ′. LetM be a coherent
G-equivariant DX -module supported on N (X ′)×XG. Let U ⊂M be a non-zero finite dimensional
G-submodule. Then DX′ ·U =: L
′ is a coherent G-equivariant DX′-submodule ofM ; it is supported
on N (X ′). Hence HomG(V,L
′) 6= 0. But HomG(V,L
′) ⊂ HomG(V,M). Thus, V is a projective
generator relative to N (X ′)×XG. 
Finally, we give the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Since the proof is rather long, we give a short summary. Each irreducible G-equivariant
D-module is supported on the closure of some Luna stratum X(H,NH ) of X. The stratum gives rise
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to a diagram
S G×H S
N ′H NH X.
i
φ ϕ (1)
Pulling back along ϕ and i, and pushing forward along φ, we deduce that V is a generator relative
to modules supported on X(H,NH ) if and only if V |H is a generator relative to modules supported
on the nilcone of N ′H .
To begin the proof, recall from section 3.1 that Luna’s slice theorem implies that X/G has a finite
stratification by smooth (possibly disconnected) locally closed strata (X/G)(H,NH ). Let X(H,NH )
denote the preimage of (X/G)(H,NH ) in X.
Assume that L is an irreducible G-equivariant DX -module. Then the support of L is G-
irreducible i.e. there exists an irreducible component Z ⊂ SuppL such that SuppL = G · Z;
if G is connected then we can just take Z = SuppL. This implies that the image of Z in X/G is
closed and irreducible. Hence there exists a unique (H,NH) ∈ CG(X) such that X(H,NH ) ∩ SuppL
is open dense in SuppL. Let us say that L is an irreducible D-module associated to (H,NH). We
will prove that HomG(V,L) 6= 0 for all irreducible L associated to (H,NH) if and only if V is a
projective generator relative to N (N ′H) ⊂ N
′
H .
First, by Lemma 3.4, it suffices to show that HomG(V,L) 6= 0 for all irreducible L to (H,NH)
if and only if V is a projective generator relative to N (NH) × N
H
H ⊂ NH . Since SuppL is closed
and G-stable, we may choose x ∈ SuppL such that G · x is closed and the stabilizer of x equals H.
Then Luna’s Slice Theorem [15] says that there exists a slice x ∈ S ⊂ X to the G-orbit of x such
that the natural map ϕ : G ×H S → X has image U , an affine G-saturated open subset of X and
the map ϕ : G×H S → U is excellent. Since U is G-saturated, Γ(U,L|U ) = C[U ]
G ⊗C[X]G Γ(X,L).
Moreover, since L is irreducible, it has no non-zero sections supported on the complement to U .
Thus, HomG(V,Γ(X,L)) 6= 0 if and only if HomG(V,Γ(U,L)) 6= 0. Therefore, we deduce from
Lemma 3.2 that HomG(V,Γ(X,L)) 6= 0 for all L associated to (H,NH) if and only if V is a
projective generator relative to (G×H S)(H,NH ) ⊂ G×H S.
The closed subset (G×H S)(NH ) equals G×H S(H,NH). Under the equivalence
i∗ : Coh(DG×HS , G)
∼→ Coh(DS ,H),
the moduleM is supported on (G×HS)(H,NH ) if and only if i
∗M is supported on S(H,NH ). Therefore,
we deduce from Lemma 3.3 that V is a projective generator relative to (G×H S)(H,NH ) ⊂ G×H S
if and only if V |H is a projective generator relative to S(H,NH ) ⊂ S.
Next, Luna’s Slice Theorem [15] also says that there is a H-equivariant map φ : S → NH ,
whose image is a H-saturated affine open subset U ′ of 0 such that the map φ : S → U ′ is ex-
cellent. We deduce once again from Lemma 3.2 that V |H is a projective generator relative to
S(H,NH ) ⊂ S if and only if V |H is a projective generator relative to U
′
(H,NH )
⊂ U ′. Again, since
U ′ ⊂ NH is saturated, if M is an irreducible H-equivariant D-module supported on (NH)(H,NH )
then Γ(U ′,M) = C[U ′]G ⊗C[NH ]H Γ(NH ,M). Moreover, since M is irreducible, it has no non-zero
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sections supported on the complement to U ′. Thus, HomH(V |H ,Γ(NH ,M)) 6= 0 if and only if
HomH(V |H ,Γ(U
′,M)) 6= 0. 
4. The visible case
Based on the geometry of G-representations, we say that an affine G-variety X is visible if every
fiber π−1(x) of the quotient map π : X → X/G consists of finitely many G-orbits.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a smooth affine G-variety.
(i) If X is a G-representation then it is visible if and only if N (X) consists of finitely many
G-orbits.
(ii) If X is visible then each slice NH is a visible H-representation.
Proof. Part (i) is Corollary 3 to Proposition 5.1 in [19].
Part (ii): by part (i) it suffices to show that N (NH) consists of finitely many H-orbits. Let
x ∈ X(H,NH ) with closed G-orbit and stabiliser H. Write πH : NH → NH/H for the quotient map.
Then remark 2 of [15, Section III.1] says that
π−1(π(x)) ≃ G×H π
−1
H (0) = G×H N (NH)
as G-spaces. If π−1(π(x)) consists of finitely many G-orbits, it follows that N (NH) consists of
finitely many H-orbits. 
In the visible case, Theorem 3.1 implies:
Corollary 4.2. If X is visible then there exists a projective generator V of Coh(DX , G).
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show that there exists V such that V |H is a projective generator
relative to N (N ′H) for all (H) ∈ CH(X). By Lemma 4.1, the fact that X is visible implies that each
nilpotent cone N (N ′H) consists of finitely many H-orbits. Therefore, it suffices to show that if X is
a visible G-module then there exists a projective generator V relative to N (X). Since there are only
finitely many G-orbits in N (X), the category of coherent G-equivariant DX -modules, supported
on N (X), consists of holonomic D-modules, and there are only finitely many irreducible modules.
Call these L1, . . . , Lk. Then we can easily choose V such that HomG(V,Li) 6= 0 for each i. 
Remark 4.3. The existence of a projective generator was also shown in [1, Theorem 1.5] under the
restriction that X is a visible G-representation and that the map µ−1(0)/G → X/G × X∗/G is
finite map. However, examples show that this is a very strong restriction. Theorem 1.4 above is
much more general.
5. Orbital D-modules
In this section we assume that W is a finite dimensional G-representation. Let O denote the cat-
egory of G-equivariant D-modules supported on the nullcone N (W ). The morphism µ−1(0)/G→
W/G×W ∗/G is denoted Υ.
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Theorem 5.1. Assume that W is visible and Υ is finite. The representation V is a generator of
QCoh(DW , G) if and only if
HomQCoh(DW ,G)(PW (V ),M) 6= 0
for all non-zero M ∈ O.
Proof. Our assumptions imply that we can apply the results from [1, Section 4.2]. If the hom-
space HomQCoh(DW ,G)(PW (V ),M) is non-zero for all non-zero M ∈ O then it is a consequence of
Lemma 4.10 and Corollary 4.13 of loc. cit. that PW (V ) is a projective generator of QCoh(DW , G).
Conversely, if there exists a non-zero M ∈ O with HomQCoh(DW ,G)(PW (V ),M) = 0 then clearly
PW (V ) cannot be a projective generator. 
The adjoint representation is an example where Υ is finite.
Remark 5.2. Since W is visible the category O contains only finitely many irreducible objects.
Therefore Theorem 5.1 says that V is a generator of QCoh(DW , G) if and only if HomO(PW (V ),L) 6=
0 for those finitely many irreducible L in O.
6. Torus Case
In this section we prove part (b) of the main Theorem 1.4. Let T = (C×)r be a torus of rank r
acting regularly on a smooth affine variety X. By Theorem 3.1, we may assume that X ≃ Cn with
T acting linearly. Let λ1, . . . , λn ∈ X•(T ) = Zr be the weights of this action. The Z-submodule of
Zr generated by λ1, . . . , λn is denoted A. We write x1, . . . , xn for the coordinate functions on X.
We begin with:
Lemma 6.1. LetM be a T -equivariant DX -module, and suppose that for all weight vectors m ∈ M,
xkm 6= 0 and ∂km 6= 0. If m ∈ M is any non-zero weight vector of weight λ then there exists a
non-zero weight vector m′ ∈ M of weight λ′ for any λ′ ∈ λ+A.
Proof. Given
λ′ = λ+N1λ1 + · · ·+Nnλn ∈ λ+A,
let Rk denote either x
Nk
k ∈ DX if Nk ≥ 0, or ∂
−Nk
k ∈ DX if Nk < 0. Then consider the vector
m′ = R1R2 · · ·Rnm ∈ M
We will show that m′ is the required weight vector of weight λ′. First note that operating by
xk takes the µ-weight space in to the µ + λk-weight space. Similarly, operating by ∂k takes the
µ-weight space to the µ− λk-weight space. It follows that m
′ is either zero or is a weight vector of
weight λ′ as required. But m′ is necessarily non-zero by the assumption that no weight vector is
annihilated by either xk or ∂k for any k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. 
Assume for a moment that n = 1. The delta module supported at 0 is the irreducible D-module
D/Dx1 = C[∂1]δ1; here δ1 is the image of the unit in the quotient. The delta module can be
endowed with a T -equivariant structure. This is uniquely defined by stipulating that δ1 is a weight
vector of weight λ1.
For a finite subset S ⊆ Zr, we denote by P(S) = P(
⊕
λ∈S Cλ).
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Proposition 6.2. There is a finite subset S ⊆ Zr such that
⊕
λ∈S Cλ is a projective generator of
Coh(DX , T ).
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction on r + n, the sum of the rank of the torus and the
dimension of X. Note that the statement is evident when r = 0 or when n = 0.
First suppose that λ1 . . . , λn do not span Q
r, or equivalently, the map t → Cn induced by the
action is not injective. Then there is a non-trivial subtorus Z of T which acts trivially on X. In
this case, the category Coh(DX , T ) is equivalent to Coh(DX , T/Z). Thus the result follows from
the inductive hypothesis in this case.
Now assume that λ1 . . . , λn do span Q
r, or equivalently, that Zr/〈λ1, . . . , λn〉 is finite. Let
S′ ⊆ Zr denote a set of representatives for each coset. Let Xi = {xi = 0} ⊆ X. The action of T
restricts to each hyperplane Xi, and by the inductive hypothesis there is a finite subset Si ⊆ Z
r
such that
⊕
λ∈Si
Cλ is a projective generator for Coh(DXi , T ).
Now let S be the subset of Zr given by the union of:
• Si for i = 1, . . . , n,
• Si − λi for i = 1, . . . , n; and
• S′
We will show that S is the desired finite set of weights such that
⊕
λ∈S Cλ is a projective generator
of Coh(DX , T ).
To show this, it suffices to show that for each T -equivariant D-module M on X, there is weight
µ ∈ S such that M has a non-zero weight space of weight µ. There are three possibilities:
(1) There exists a weight vector m ∈ M such that xNk m = 0 for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and
N > 0. Replacing M by DXm if necessary, we may assume that M is supported on the
hyperplane Xk. Thus by Kashiwara’s Lemma [12, Theorem 1.6.1],
M = ik∗(M
′) ≃ C[∂k]δk ⊗M
′
where M′ is a DXk -module, and ik denotes the inclusion Xk →֒ X. The DXk -module
M′ is necessarily T -equivariant, and thus by the inductive hypothesis has a weight vector
m′ with weight in µ′ ∈ Sk. It follows that there is a weight vector of weight µ
′ − λk in
M≃ C[∂k]δk ⊗M
′ of the form δk ⊗m
′.
(2) There exists a weight vector m ∈ M such that ∂Nk m = 0 for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and
N > 0. Replacing M by DXm as before, we may assume the Fourier transform of M is
supported on Xk and thus
M = p◦k(M
′) ≃ C[xk]⊗M
′
whereM′ is a DXk -module and pk : X → Xk is the projection. As before, there is a weight
vector m′ of weight µ′ ∈ Sk in M
′ and thus there is a weight vector of weight µ′ in M of
the form 1⊗m′.
(3) If neither of the first two possibilities holds it follows from Lemma 6.1 that for every weight
vector m ∈ M of weight λ, there is a weight vector m′ of weight λ′ for each λ′ in the coset
λ+A.
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In each of these three cases, there is a weight vector in M with weight in the given finite subset S,
as required. 
6.1. Example. We finish the section with a simple example that none the less demonstrates well
the general situation. Let G = C× acting on A1 with weight a ∈ Z r {0}. Using the Fourier
transform, we may assume without loss of generality that a > 0. Since there are only two G-orbits
in A1, all equivariant D-modules are holonomic. By applying the results of [6] one can show that
the category Coh(DA1 , G) is in fact of finite type i.e. has only finitely many indecomposable objects
up to isomorphism. Firstly,
Coh(DA1 , G) =
⊕
η∈Z/aZ
Coh(DA1 , G)η ,
where Coh(DA1 , G)η is the full subcategory of all D-modules M with weights in the coset η. For
any integer b ∈ η, we define the cyclic G-equivariant D-module
P(b) = DX · vb, with ax∂ · vb = bvb and t · vb = t
bvb ∀ t ∈ C
×.
It is projective in Coh(DA1 , G). For η 6= 0 and any integer b ∈ η, the projective module P(b) is
irreducible and defines an equivalence Coh(DA1 , G)η ≃ VectC. The category Coh(DA1 , G)0 contains
the four indecomposable modules
C[x], C[∂]⊗ δ−a, P(0), P(−a).
We have P(0) ≃ P(an) and P(−a) ≃ P(−an) for all n > 0. This implies that Coh(DA1 , G)0 is
equivalent to R0-mod, where R0 = CQ/I with Q the quiver
0 1
α
β
and I the ideal of the path algebra CQ generated by the admissible relations {αβ, βα}. The
non-split short exact sequences
0→ C[∂]⊗ δ−a → P(0)→ C[x]→ 0
0→ C[x]→ P(−1)→ C[∂]⊗ δ−a → 0
show that R0 has infinite global dimension.
In total,
P = P(−a)⊕ P(0) ⊕ P(1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ P(a− 1)
is a projective generator of QCoh(DA1 , G) and the latter category is equivalent to R-Mod, where
R = R0 ⊕ C
⊕(a−1).
Remark 6.3. Global dimension: The category QCoh(DX) of quasi-coherent DX -modules has finite
global dimension; see [5]. Despite the fact that QCoh(DX , G) has enough projectives the above
example explicitly shows that QCoh(DX , G) can have infinite global dimension.
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7. A recollment pattern
We fix a reductive connected algebraic group G, T ⊂ G a maximal torus and P = Hom(T,C×)
the corresponding weight lattice. Let P+ be the subset of dominant weights, which we identify
with the set of irreducible finite dimensional representations of G. The following is presumably
well-known, but we were unable find a suitable refernce so we include a complete proof.
Lemma 7.1. The category QCoh(DX , G) is a Grothendieck category.
Proof. Since X is affine, we identify QCoh(DX , G) with the category of all D(X)-modules M that
are also rational G-modules, the multiplication map D(X) ⊗M → M is G-equivariant and the
differential of the G-action on M agrees with the action of νX(g).
In this case, it is clear that QCoh(DX , G) admits arbitrary direct sums since both the category of
D(X)-modules and the category of rational G-modules admit arbitrary direct sums, which in both
cases commute with the forgetful functor to vector spaces. Moreover, if (Ai)i∈I is an increasing
directed family of subobjects of A ∈ QCoh(DX , G) and B any G-equivariant submodule of A then
(
∑
i∈I Ai) ∩B =
∑
i∈I(Ai ∩B) since this already holds in the category of D(X)-modules. Finally,
the object
PX :=
⊕
V ∈Gˇ
PX(V )
is a generator in QCoh(DX , G). 
We deduce that QCoh(DX , G) admits injective envelops.
Remark 7.2. Lemma 7.1 implies that QCoh(DX , G) admits arbitrary products, or more gener-
ally colimits. However, the reader is cautioned that these products differ from the corresponding
products in QCoh(DX ).
For any subset U ⊂ P+, we define QCoh(DX , G)U to be the full subcategory of QCoh(DX , G)
consisting of all modules M with Γ(X,M)λ = 0 for all λ ∈ U . Let QCoh(DX , G)(U) be the quotient
category QCoh(DX , G)/QCoh(DX , G)U .
Proposition 7.3. The quotient functor j∗ : QCoh(DX , G)→ QCoh(DX , G)(U) admits both a left
adjoint j∗ and a right adjoint j!. Similarly, the inclusion i∗ : QCoh(DX , G)U → QCoh(DX , G)
admits left and right adjoints i∗, i!. This forms a full recollment pattern
QCoh(DX , G)U QCoh(DX , G) QCoh(DX , G)(U).
i∗ j
∗
i∗
i!
j∗
j!
(2)
Proof. Showing the existence of the right adjoint j! is (by definition) equivalent to showing that
QCoh(DX , G)U is a localizing subcategory, and showing the existence of j∗ is equivalent to showing
that QCoh(DX , G)U is colocalizing. The fact that QCoh(DX , G)U follows by [8, Proposition 2.2]
from the fact that QCoh(DX , G)U admits arbitrary direct sums.
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To show that QCoh(DX , G)U is colocalizing, we show that the dual of [8, Proposition 2.2 (ii)]
holds. Namely, if M ∈ QCoh(DX , G) then we must show that there exists an exact sequence
A→M→ S→ 0
with S ∈ QCoh(DX , G)U and A belongs to
⊥QCoh(DX , G)U = {B ∈ QCoh(DX , G) | Hom(B, S) = Ext
1(B, S) = 0, ∀S ∈ QCoh(DX , G)U}.
LetM ′ =
⊕
λ∈U Γ(X,M)λ be the G-submodule of all isotypic components lying in U and letM(U)
be the D(X)-submodule of Γ(X,M) generated by M ′. It defines a G-equivariant submodule M(U)
of M. Then S := M/M(U) is the largest quotient of M belonging to QCoh(DX , G)U . Moreover, if
we define
PX(U) =
⊕
λ∈U
PX(Vλ)
then PX(U) ∈
⊥QCoh(DX , G)U and there exists a set I such that
PX(U)
(I) →M→ S→ 0
is exact because PX(U)
(I), the direct sum of |I| copies of PX(U), surjects onto M(U). 
Remark 7.4. If A denotes the subgroup of P generated by all weights of T in C[X] then
QCoh(DX , G) =
⊕
η∈P/A
QCoh(DX , G)(η)
where QCoh(DX , G)(η) is the full subcategory of all modules M whose T -weights all belong to the
coset η.
In the case where QCoh(DX , G) admits a compact projective generator Q (which we conjecture
is always the case), one can explicitly realize the functors appearing in Proposition 7.3. Namely,
if R := EndQCoh(DX ,G)(Q)
op, then there exists an idempotent e ∈ R such that the equivalence
QCoh(DX , G)
∼
−→ R-Mod given by HomQCoh(DX ,G)(Q,−) induces equivalences
QCoh(DX , G)(U) ≃ eRe-Mod, QCoh(DX , G)U ≃ (R/ReR)-Mod.
Under these equivalences the diagram (2) becomes
(R/ReR)-Mod R-Mod eRe-Mod.
e·−
HomR(R/ReR,−)
(R/ReR)⊗R−
Re⊗eRe−
HomeRe(eR,−)
This clearly illustrates that one cannot expect a similar recollment pattern for Coh(DX , G) in
general.
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